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Conformational Molecular Switch of the Azobenzene Molecule:
A Scanning Tunneling Microscopy Study
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We propose to utilize azobenzene as a nanomolecular switch which can be triggered by transmitting
electrons above threshold biases. The effect is explained by an electron impact trans-cis conformational
change of the isolated azobenzene molecules. The molecular electronic states of both isomers have been
measured with spatially resolved scanning tunneling microscopy or spectroscopy, leading to suggested
transition pathways of the electron-induced isomerization.
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) A schematic of a light-driven mo-
lecular switch based on the conformational change of an azo-
benzene (AB) molecule in contact with two metallic electrodes.
(b) A concept of electron-induced isomerization of an AB
molecule adsorbed onto a metallic surface with a scanning
tunneling microscope.
Despite remarkable progress in silicon nanoprocessing
technology, many believe molecular electronics will sur-
face as an alternative device technology. Many groups have
tried to build hybrid-molecular and monomolecular de-
vices such as transistors, rectifiers and switches by apply-
ing existing patterning techniques or using molecular self-
assembly [1]. Conjugated molecular chains exhibit good
conductivity with � bonding for the carrier transport [2]. If
two disconnected parts of a conducting molecular chain are
connected by a bond with two coupled potential energy
surfaces with 2 degrees of freedom, the resulting chain will
reveal nonlinear characteristics [3,4]. It has been shown
experimentally in a scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)
that these kinds of molecules switch between two potential
energy minima and function as nanomolecular switches
[5–7]. It has been suggested that excitation by an applied
electric field [8] or a laser field [3] is the trigger for the
molecular switch and resultant conformational change
(CC) [Fig. 1(a)]. Chemical isomers are the most appropri-
ate target molecules, because they have the same molecular
formula and connectivity but different geometric structures
and conductivities.

Azobenzene (AB) was chosen to study the CC. It has
two isomers which are determined by dihedral angles
between two phenyl rings and the CN——NC plane [9,10].
Trans-azobenzene (tAB) can be transformed to cis-azoben-
zene (cAB) by rotating or inverting a phenyl ring through
the excitation to the �-�� (S2) state with ultraviolet pho-
tons or the n-�� (S1) state with green photons [11,12]. A
reverse isomerization from cAB to tAB was reported to
have been achieved either by visible light or thermal
excitation [13]. In this Letter, we propose that the revers-
ible conformational change in AB can be utilized as a
nanomolecular switch [Fig. 1(b)]. The switch can be trig-
gered by tunneling electrons with a specific bias in the
STM geometry. The electronic structures of two potential
energy minima were measured using spatially resolved
scanning tunneling spectroscopy (SR-STS), and explained
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with our first-principles study. Suggestions for the path-
ways of the isomerization are based on the experimental
data and theoretical calculations.

The experimental details have been described elsewhere
[14]. Briefly, we leaked gas phase tAB on an atomically
clean Au(111) surface at 100 K and then performed STM
and position-resolved spectroscopy at 5 K in an ultrahigh
vacuum (<1� 10�10 Torr). In order to understand the
observed structures and spectra in more detail, we per-
formed a first-principles pseudopotential electronic struc-
ture calculation based on density functional theory [15]
with a local density approximation [16]. We relaxed the
atomic positions using the total energy minimization
method [17] and expanded the wave functions in a
double-zeta plus polarization basis set with an energy cut-
off (for real space mesh points) of 80 Ry.

It was recently reported that tAB has been grown on an
Au(111) surface with various intermolecular assemblies
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such as a chain phases monolayer [18]. In the present work,
we focused on an intramolecular conformational change of
isolated tAB. The STM images in Fig. 2(a) and the left side
inset of Fig. 2(b) show isolated tAB molecules adsorbed
onto the herringbone edges of an Au(111) surface, which
look like dumbbells as reported earlier [18]. The lobes of
the dumbbell are attributed to the phenyl rings of tAB. The
nitrogen-nitrogen (NN) double bond constitutes a node
structure in the STM image because of weak local electron
density of states (LDOS) above the Fermi level. Figure 2(b)
shows that we were able to change the shape of tAB with a
bias voltage of lower than �� 1:5 V, i.e., an energetic
electron beam. By positioning the STM tip on top of a tAB
center, we were able to measure the tunneling current as we
swept the sample bias. As expected, the measured tunnel-
ing current increased monotonically at a sample bias of up
to 2 V. At negative bias, we observed an abrupt jump of the
tunneling current at �� 1:5 V, as shown in Fig. 2. After
this abrupt increase, a new molecule appeared instead of
tAB (Fig. 2 inset). The measured jumping rate was order of
FIG. 2. (a) A large scale image (Vs � 1 V, It � 50 pA) of 3
trans-azobenzenes on Au(111). (b) A current-voltage (I-V)
curve obtained at the center of tAB (left inset) and a newly
produced molecule (right inset) by sweeping the voltage twice;
from 1.5 to �2:0 V on tAB (solid line) and from �2:0 to 2.0 V
on the new product (dashed line). Insets: Topographic images
(2:2 nm� 2:2 nm) before the I-V measurement (left) and after a
current jump (right), taken at Vs � 1 V and It � 70 pA.
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10�18 per electron, resulting in a cross section of
�10�24 cm2. This new molecule was reverted to tAB
with the positive sample bias above 2.5 V and a similar
tunneling current versus bias voltage relation was obtained.

We determined that the new image that appeared was
due to (1) a change in the STM tip, (2) fragments of tAB, or
(3) the presence of cAB. Case (1) was ruled out since the
surroundings of the molecules were not changed after the
current jump. Case (2) was also excluded because this
process is reversible, as shown in Fig. 3(a). We repeated
the tunneling electron-induced transformation and reverse
transition in sequence with voltage pulses of �100 ms
[Fig. 3(a)]. Figure 3(b) shows the corresponding height
cross section of two molecules along their central axes
and the calculated adsorption geometries are shown in
Fig. 3(c). The calculations indicate that tAB lies parallel
to the surface as shown in Fig. 3(c). We tested 8 different
positions of tAB with respect to the gold surface. In the
lowest energy configuration, three carbon atoms in each
phenyl ring are located almost on top of gold atoms and
strongly hybridized with them, and the binding energy of
tAB to the gold surface is 2.77 eV. In cAB, 11 different
configurations including the cases of no phenyl ring being
in parallel with the surface were tested. In the lowest
energy, one phenyl ring runs parallel to the substrate while
the other ring folds up at an angle of �111� and the
binding energy of cAB to the gold surface is 1.94 eV, as
shown in Fig. 3(c). Since such a folded (nonplanar) con-
figuration of cAB was in good agreement with the asym-
metric oval shape and height profile in Fig. 3(b), we
regarded the new product as a cAB molecule. We note
that another relaxed configuration whose binding energy
was comparable to that of the folded configuration above
had both phenyl rings lying parallel with the surface [19],
but its STM topographic image did not match our experi-
mental data [20]. Figure 3(d) shows a spatially controlled
isomerization on a selected tAB (t2) and indicates again
that the STM tip was unchanged. More decisive evidence is
presented below.

In order to confirm the isomerization process, we per-
formed an SR-STS measurement to map the electronic
structures of tAB and cAB. Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) show 128
dI=dV spectra stacked side by side, which were obtained
along the central axes of tAB and cAB. In SR-STS, the
charge distribution of a molecular state can be examined
with spatial resolution. For example, LDOS contributed by
the two phenyl rings of tAB is separated spatially at 1.5 eV.
In Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), the measured �dI=dV�=�I=V� data (a
normalized dI=dV) for tAB and cAB at the centers of the
molecules are presented in comparison with theoretical
LDOS curves. The calculated highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) level in tAB is broadened by hybridiza-
tion with an Au(111) state and gives rise to peak structures
near �1:2 eV, in good agreement with experiment. The
calculated peaks at lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
level is smaller than the measured one and contributes to
peaks between �0:1 and 0.9 eV. A small peak around zero
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FIG. 4 (color online). (a), (b) Three dimensional SR-STS maps
along the central axes of tAB and cAB, respectively, and their
topographic images (insets, 1:7 nm� 0:8 nm). The z axis is the
measured dI=dV, the x axis is the scanned length of 1.7 nm, and
the y axis is the scanned energy of �1:5–1:5 eV. (c), (d) The
experimental (solid circle) and theoretical (solid line)
�dI=dV�=�I=V� spectra of tAB and cAB at the center of the
molecules. A dashed line in (d) is the theoretical LDOS spectrum
shifted by 	0:5 V.

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) STM images (2:4 nm� 1:3 nm) of
tAB and an electron-induced product, attributed to cAB. The
voltage pulse was �2 V (upper left to upper right and lower left
to lower right) and 2.5 V (upper right to lower left). (b) The cross
sections of the molecules in (a) along the dashed arrows. ‘‘1’’
represents the upper left molecule and ‘‘2’’ the upper right.
(c) The proposed adsorption geometries of tAB and cAB on
Au(111). (d) A spatially controlled isomerization on a selected
tAB. ‘‘t2’’ (tAB) was transformed to ‘‘c2’’ (cAB) by electron
beam with voltage of �2 V, while other molecules were un-
changed. ‘‘c1’’ is an existing cAB.
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bias can be found in experimental dI=dV, which mainly
consists of an STM tip state frequently shown when a
tungsten tip is used.

Unlike tAB, cAB on Au(111) in Fig. 4(d) clearly shows
that the measured HOMO peak is shifted upward by
�0:5 eV with respect to the theoretical LDOS [a shifted
curve is shown in Fig. 4(d)]. A clear explanation for this
15610
shift is not available yet. There are usually two origins of
the shift of dI=dV: (1) For a given external bias, a partial
potential drop may occur between the molecule (cAB) and
its substrate, or (2) a charge transfer may take place at the
interfaces. Case (1) is excluded here because the observed
upward shift at a negative sample bias is opposite to the
expected downward shift for a potential drop. A possible
scenario for explaining the shift is an electron transfer from
the substrate to cAB. This is consistent with the fact that no
states are observed at V � 0 and the cAB acts as a leaky
capacitor capable of storing extra charges for a certain time
maintaining a nonequilibrium situation. The observed up-
shift of 0.5 eV corresponds to a one electron (1:6�
10�19 C) transfer to cAB, assuming the capacitance of
the system to be 3� 10�19 F. This observation suggests
that cAB might be behaving as a quantum dot in the STM
setting with nonresonant tunneling electrons.

Understanding the detailed mechanism of the isomer-
ization is a challenging task which we have tried to under-
take with STM. There are, however, still controversial
aspects of our results. First, the polarity dependence was
previously reported in the conformational transformation
of a dye molecule [21]. Second, the bias voltage used for
the electron-induced isomerization in the present work is
lower than the photon energy (2.8–3.9 eV) required for
photoisomerization [11,12,22]. And lastly, the estimated
cross section of electron-induced isomerization was also
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smaller than that of photoisomerization (�10�18 cm2)
[23]. There are several scenarios to explain the difference
of electron-induced isomerization. (1) It was reported that
isomerization characteristics such as the transition path-
way and the yield depend on the type and viscosity of
solvent and the pressure of mixed gases [11,24]. By this
inference from this information, we may surmise that
metallic surface or local substrate geometry might be
causing reformation of the molecular state, resulting in
reduction of the resonant excitation barrier for the isomer-
ization. (2) The isomerization may take place by crossing
over the potential barrier between trans and cis states
without resonant excitation to the S1 or S2 state. The
excitation energy, required in this case, was reported to
be only �1:6 eV [25]. (3) It was suggested that, theoreti-
cally, vibrational excitation may trigger the isomerization
[26]. Isomerization caused by inelastic electron tunneling
might provide a new mechanism for the process. The
validity of these scenarios can be studied further by per-
forming experiments on patterned or other metallic sur-
faces in the future.

In summary, we showed that azobenzene is a good
candidate for use as a molecular switch. This switch can
even be triggered by a local tunneling electron, so it is a
true nano switch. The tAB state was transformed to the
cAB state reversibly either by electron impact resonant
excitation or by vibrational excitation, different from
photoisomerization.
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